R. L. RABB
SCIENCE
AND SOCIETY
SYMPOSIUM

URBAN SUSTAINABILITY
IN LATIN AMERICA
AND SOUTH ASIA

Three days of talks at NC State's
JAMES B. HUNT JR. LIBRARY

Open to the public. More details at go.ncsu.edu/rabb2018.

SEP 20 THU
5:30 pm - 8:30 pm / Duke Energy Hall
EXPO AND FLASH TALKS North Carolina Projects

SEP 21 FRI
SESSION 1 Defining the Range of Issues in Urban Sustainability
9:30 am - 12:30 pm / Creativity Studio
TIM BEATLEY Univ. of Virginia
ANDY GRIESHOP NC State
RAYMOND GUITERAS NC State
VIVEK FELLNER NC State
ANITA PATIL-DESMUKH PUKAR

SESSION 2 Visualizing Urban Sustainability
1:30 pm - 4:20 pm / Teaching & Visualization Lab
LALO DE ALMEIDA Folha de São Paulo
NAILA MAHMOOD Vasl Artists Association
NICOLÁS CUVI FLACSO-Ecuador
GEETA WAHI DUA LA: Journal of Landscape Architecture
& BRIJENDER DUA
RAJU VATSAVAI NC State
& ERIK WIBBELS Duke Univ.

SESSION 3 Case Studies using Interdisciplinary Approaches
4:30 pm - 7:10 pm / Duke Energy Hall
LISE SEDREZ Federal Univ. of Rio de Janeiro
DAVID GILMARTIN NC State
MADHU KATTI NC State
ROBERT MOOG NC State
DUARTE MORAIS NC State

SEP 22 SAT
9:30 am - 12:30 pm / Duke Energy Hall
WORKSHOP Research & Collaboration

NC State co-sponsors: Office of Global Engagement; College of Humanities and Social Sciences; Institute for Nonprofits; Science, Technology and Society Program - Interdisciplinary Studies; South Asia Faculty Group; and Southeast Climate Adaptation Science Center.
External partners: American Institute of Pakistan Studies; and James Madison University.